
Freeing the Stone

In the days of the first Orlando Smith, granite quarrying and
cutting were rough and rugged. All power originated in the
muscles of man and beast; all tools were rough and

rudimentary. Drills, chisels, hammers, wedges, crowbars, picks and
shovels made up the working kit. Iron chains were used for slings
and hitches and hemp ropes were used for hoisting. Oxen were
yoked up for heavy pulling and hauling.

At Westerly all granite is found in strata or layers
separated by natural beds. The quarrymen
worked these beds and split out the granite by
drilling holes and driving wedges. Big holes for
blasting or separating large masses were drilled
by a three-man team—one holding and turning a
heavy drill while two others struck alternately
with heavy striking hammers. Small holes were
drilled about six inches apart along the line. It
was quite a sight to see a row of Irishmen sitting

on their drilling boxes and all striking their drills in unison. A small
wedge and two “half rounds” were placed in each hole and the
wedges driven until the stone was split. Large “flat wedges” were
driven into the crack and into the quarry bed until the stone was
separated and raised enough to get a chain sling around it. Then the
free stones were lifted or pulled out and a new line snapped for the
next stone. A great demonstration of the power of the wedge! 

The task of granite quarrying granite was eventually lightened by the
introduction of power. Steam boilers were operated on the surface
and live, but very
wet steam was
piped into the
quarry hole to drive
the hoisting engines,
steam pumps and
heavy steam drills.
Later, air
compressors were
installed;
compressed air was
delivered into the
quarries without
loss, to drive faster
big drills and the
universal play drills.
The big drills were used for more channeling to free more stone with
less waste. One man with a pneumatic drill could drill more holes
than ten Irishmen by hand. 
By Isaac G. Smith, Sr. Written in March 1970
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Drill line in the quarry. Can you help us identify any of these men?

Steam drill in the quarry. Can you identify these men?

Layers of granite in the quarry. Granite lies in horizontal beds or strata. The depth of
the bed (or layer) limits the size of the stone that can be quarried.

Isaac G. Smith, Sr,
Grandson of
Orlando Smith

UNITED BUILDERS SUPPLY, along with the
Babcock-Smith House Museum and The Westerly
Sun, is proud to be part of this effort in bringing
the heritage of the Westerly Granite industry
back to the people of Westerly.

A treasure from the past,
United Builders Supply is
excited to be able to offer
these historic granites to the
marketplace again.

Local mason, Fred Lindsley, shows a hand carved Westerly Pink
fireplace. The firebox was carved from a single piece of Westerly Pink
Granite. The Westerly Pink Veneer was provided with sawn tops and
bottoms. Fred finished each block by hand . Materials were provided
from the recently re-opened quarry owned by United Builders Supply.

Documented Granite Workers

Cantein, John Sr.

Cantelin, John Jr.

Capizanno,Patsey

Carbini, Lepeio

Carboni, Leppeo

Card, Jerry E.

Cardine, B.

Cardini, A.

Cardini, Joseph

Cardino, Martino

Cardy, Henry

Carey, Daniel

Carey, John

Cargill, John

Carilli, G.

Carlson, Carl

Carlson, E.

Carneron, John

Carney, Henry

Carney, John

Carney, John J.

Carney, William

Carnie, Henry

Carnie, John

Carnie, Peter

Carr, John T.

Colonel Edwin Drake, the discoverer of oil in
Pennsylvania and the founder of the modern petroleum
industry, did not make a fortune from his contribution.
He died in 1880 and was buried in Bethlehem, PA in a
pauper’s grave, but in 1902 his remains and those of his
wife were removed from Bethlehem and re-interred in

Titusville, PA. This
imposing granite
memorial cut by the New
England Granite Works
from Niantic (Bradford)
blue granite marks the
new burial spot. The
monument features a
handsome bronze
sculpture of a muscular
man pounding and
dressing a drill bit with a
massive hammer.

(above) Memorial for Colonel Edwin Drake, founder of the modern petroleum
industry.

(right) Quaker State Oil reminds us that the oil industry began in Pennsylvania

Stone Chips

On accidents in the quarry: “Good Lord, I can remember at least a half
dozen accidents right up here at the quarries, local people that were killed.
Lot of them were killed up there. It was dangerous lifting those stones up.
Chain would pull out and slip off and come down. Oh, man, it was bad.
Well, it wasn’t an every day occurrence and they had a foreman there that
was supposed to take and check on it. Of course, they did the best, but all I
can say is it was dangerous dangerous work. Occupational hazard.
Thomas Barber (b.1913) in an interview in 1984

What did the men do when the quarries closed in the winter? “That’s when
my father did all the repairing, you know, a bunch of kids their shoes need
to be taken care of. You kept the shoes. You didn’t go to a cobbler. And the
harnesses and anything else needed to be repaired.”
Hannah Hill Robinson interviewd in 1985
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In the design studios.

Share your stories, photos and artifacts. Be part of the
BSH Granite Research Center.

Please call us at 401-377-8490 or 401-322-0452 or
e-mail us at builtfromstone@gmail.com
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